Abstract-UGV (Unmanned Ground Vehicle) have many potential applications in a variety of areas. Path tracking is a crucial issue for UGV and one of the most popular methods for path tracking is the PPA (Pure Pursuit Algorithm). Most of researches using the PPA only consider the look-ahead distance as a constant parameter or a function. Whereas in fact, the look-ahead distance is affected by some elements and it would directly influence the effect of path tracking. In this paper, an adaptive path tracking method based on the PPA for UGV is proposed, in which the look-ahead distance is selected in a range of value by comparing distance error between the planned path and the actual path. This proposed method will reduce tracking error in some road condition. The results of experiments show that, compared with the classical PPA, the performance in the effectiveness and accuracy of using the adaptive path tracking method is improved.
I. INTRODUCTION
Along with the developing of science and technology, UGV (Unmanned Ground Vehicle) with the sensors of hyper-high precision and the robust control system has come into our human's view. UGV offer potential for additional safety, increasing productivity, greater accessibility, better road efficiency and positive impact to the environment [1] . Besides, UGV have been applied to various kinds of fields. For civilian use, it can take place of drivers' operation, which would eliminate the accidents caused by complicated road condition and drivers' carelessness and get rid of the immeasurable losses. Moreover, it also makes potential contributions in military equipment, thereby which can avoid danger for soldiers.
Research in UGV has acquired dramatic advances in recent years. Perception, mapping, navigation and control make up main functions in UGV [2] . Path tracking is one of essential issues of UGV's navigation and control system. Path tracking module aims at computing the control commands mainly in order that the UGV is able to track the previously planned Mengwei Zhang is the postgraduate with School of Mechanical Engineering, Shenyang Ligong University, Shenyang, China, (Email: zhangmengwei@sia.cn).
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path. Up to now, there have been various kinds of methods applied to UGV in path tracking. M. Snider [3] gives a definition that path tracking refers to a vehicle executing a globally defined geometric path by applying appropriate steering motions that guide the vehicle along the path. A preferable path tracking controller tends to decrease the lateral distance between the vehicle's actual path and the planned path. Le-Anh [4] proposed a PID (Proportion Integration Differentiation) controller to track a planned path. S-J Huang and G-Y Lin [5] proposed a fuzzy controller to track a path used to finish the backward auto-parking maneuvers. Abbas [6] applied the MPC (Model Predictive Control) controller to track a planned path. While PID controller always suffers from the optimization of parameters, the Fuzzy controller needs more prior knowledge, MPC will cost more computational resource to get a better result. Especially when considering the actual road environment, controllers based on control theory alone can hardly solve practical problems effectively. Geometric controller is one of the most popular path tracking methods applied to mobile robotics. These controllers utilize geometric relationships between the vehicle and the path.
The initial formal application of the PPA can be seen from Amidi's excellent work [7] which is inspired by Wallace. Wallace [8] used the lateral displacement of the road's centerline from the center of forward field to compute the steer angle of front wheel. Based on Wallace's achievement, then Amidi proposed the "Pure-Pursuit" strategy. R.Craig Coulter [9] applies the PPA based on the kinematics model with the Ackerman steering model [10, 11] to path tracking and achieves a pretty performance, however, the implementation is in no consideration of speed of the vehicle and curvature of the planned path while computing the parameters of the algorithm. Anibal Ollero [12] analyzed the relationship between the look-ahead distance and the stability. Jeff [13] and Kim [14] put forward a novel path tracking algorithm -VPPA (Vector Pure Pursuit Algorithm) with the PPA [9] as the prototype based on the screw theory. It makes use of the desired turning radius and generates the proper look-ahead distance which results in more promising performance, however, it ought to take account of many constraints such as the angular velocity. Wit [13] compares the merits and shortcomings of the geometric path tracking algorithm, including following the carrot, pure pursuit and vector pursuit. Compared with other geometric controllers, the PPA is very suitable for UGV, but poor accuracy and possible unacceptable oscillation undermine the stability when adopting constant look-ahead distance. Yoshiaki
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Mengwei Zhang, Fengjie Tian, Yuqing He, Member, IEEE, and Decai Li Kuwata[15] argued that the look-ahead distance varying with the command velocity will solve such problems. LIU and DUAN [16] proposed an improved path tracking by preview strategy which modifies the look-ahead distance based on the distance error and current velocity of the vehicle. The algorithm enhances the system stability when there is a large distance error, not yet improves the precision. Above all, most studies using the PPA only consider the look-ahead distance as a constant parameter or a function related to the velocity, whereas in fact the look-ahead distance is affected by some elements and it would directly influence the tracking effect. Especially in some complicated road condition, an unsuitable look-ahead distance may lead a terrible tracking effect. So it is very essential for UGV's path tracking using the PPA to get a suitable look-ahead distance at any stage and time.
In this paper, the path tracking method proposed based on the PPA for UGV, in which the look-ahead distance of this method is selected in a range of value by comparing the distance error at every sample time between the UGV's actual path and the planned path. The proposed path tracking method will be adaptive to the different planned paths. In some complicated road condition, the adaptive look-ahead distance can reduce tracking error. The results of experiments show that, Compared with the classical PPA, the performance of tracking strategy using this adaptive path tracking method is improved in the effectiveness and accuracy. This paper is organized as following. In the section II-A, the kinematic vehicle model will be briefly reviewed. The classical PPA will be reviewed in section II-B. Section II-C presents the improvement to the PPA. Section III discusses the experiments' results. The paper is concluded in section IV.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PATH TRACKING ALGORITHM

A. Vehicle model
In this section, we would discuss a brief review of the vehicle model which is used to derive the control laws. The kinematic vehicle model is used in deriving the geometric path tracking algorithm. The Ackermann steering geometry model is the fundamental basis for the kinematic vehicle model [17] . The Ackermann steering geometry model assumes that, each of the vehicle's tires moves along a circular arc with common center of rotation during a turn. It means that each UGV's tire is with zero lateral acceleration in pure rolling motion. The assumption that there is zero lateral motion on the tires may have negative impact on the tracking performance of the controller as the velocity increases and path curvature varies. Alternative approaches using dynamic models of the vehicle to design steering controllers have been widely introduced in literature such as in [3] . However, because of the complicated dynamics of the UGV, therefore researchers had made many assumptions. The controllers based on these dynamic models can be very nonlinear, and therefore may result in significant increase in computational cost. These controllers are also susceptible to errors in modelling and parameter identifications [18] . Depending on the applications, it might not be desirable for the trade-offs of implementing these more complicated controllers.
A common simplification of the Ackermann steering geometry model becomes a bicycle model. The bicycle model simplifies the four wheeled Ackermann steered vehicle into two wheeled model by combining two front wheels together and two rear wheels together. This model is often used in literature to derive steering control laws as it approximates the motion of the vehicle reasonably well at low speeds and moderate steer angles [18] . 
Where L is the vehicle's wheelbase (distance between the front axle to the rear axle of the vehicle). The translational equations of the vehicle body fixed frame origin with respect to the inertial frame can be approximated as follows:
The geometric relation between the wheel steer angle and curvature radius of the path in which the rear wheel would follow can be approximated as:
B. Pure Pursuit algorithm
The PPA is a geometric path tracking method based on the relationship of the radius and the steer angle. Given the goal point and the current pose of the vehicle, an arc can be achieved which its tangent direction is the heading of the vehicle. The goal point in the planned path is distant from current position of the vehicle with the look-ahead distance. Then, the steer angle could be calculated from the arc. can obtain the equations in the following.
From above, the steer angle can be listed:
Where, L is the vehicle's wheelbase, and x is the length from the orthogonal projection of the vehicle's position onto the x-axis with the vehicle's coordinate system. Thus, from (8) , we can analyze that the parameter and the look-ahead distance determine the steer angle.
Combining with previous researcher's experience and the original description in [9] , we can detail the implementing process as follow: (1 
C. Improved path tracking method
As stated previously, the look-ahead distance is a crucial parameter for calculating steer angle of UGV. We firstly use the classical PPA method to track a planned path which is consist of known waypoints. As following Fig.3 shows that, the vehicle move in the constant velocity which is 1m/s, but the look-ahead distance of the vehicle in simulation is 0.5m, 1.0m and 2.0m respectively. Due to they have different look-ahead distance in PPA for UGV, the performance of tracking are obviously different.
Fig.3. The Look-ahead Distance Issue
Just as Fig.3 shows that, a small magnitude of look-ahead distance enables the system to track the path more accurately, and increases in the maximum curvature of a path can be tracked. Additionally, a small magnitude of look-ahead distance leads to oscillation while the UGV is tracking the path. Because of this, the vehicle become unstable. On the other hand, a large magnitude look-ahead distance would reduce oscillations while tracking the path and it allows the vehicle to begin turning before the vehicle reaches the curve, resulting in smoother trajectories around sharply curved paths.
For that, we need calculate a suitable look-ahead distance at every sample time for tracking the planned path. In a portion of research show that the look-ahead distance is dynamically adjusted based on the vehicle's velocity. There is always a function of relation, which is between the look-ahead distance and the vehicle's velocity by prior human experience. While this method has uncertainty in UGV for facing various paths in the practical environment, and the vehicle's velocity is also constrained by curvature of the planned path and so on. If we consider other elements when we tune the velocity, the look-ahead distance will change at the same time. Actually, curvature of the path is the most important element when we adjust the look-ahead distance [9] . Essentially, it merely reflects its dependence on curvature of the path for the look-ahead distance changing with velocity of UGV. However, UGV cannot consider curvature information of the previous planned path as input message like human being, and we cannot ascertain the relationship between the look-ahead distance and curvature of the planned path easily now. Therefore, we could use a method to estimate whether the look-ahead distance we have chosen is suitable for the PPA to track the planned path at any stage.
As Fig.4 shows that, at every sample time, the look-ahead distance may be selected in a range which could be decided by prior human experience, and then we can compare the distance error among all tracking path which would be obtained by different value of look-ahead distance. Through this modified method, we can find a more suitable look-ahead distance at every sample time, and then we could obtain the minimum tracking error at any road condition.
Where Dist is the distance error, ( , ) X Y is current location of the vehicle in the global coordinate system, and
x y is goal point in the global coordinate system.
Fig.4. Improved Method Model
This modified path tracking method could obtain a dynamically adaptive look-ahead distance at every sample time for UGV in some road condition. As Fig.5 shows that, the improved method of selecting look-ahead distance's flow chart as follow:
(1) Get the position of UGV and try a series of the look-ahead distance within limits in the PPA for path tracking;
(2) Get the goal position through trying different look-ahead distance, and calculate the distance error; (3) Compare the distance error and judge the minimum distance error, select the corresponding value of look-ahead distance; (4) Get the tracking position at this sample time, and then enter the next cycle;
The range of selection would be decided by human prior knowledge. According to this improved tracking path method, UGV could obtain a dynamically adaptive look-ahead distance at every sample time in some road condition.
III. EXPERIMENTS RESULTS
In order to verify the proposed path tracking method, we have done many groups of contrast experiments. Among them, the velocity of UGV is 0.3m/s and the sample time is 0.1s. Following, we analysis data by experimental results' example.
As Fig.6 shows that, based on the same planned path, the minimum distance error corresponding to the look-ahead distance are different at diverse sample time.
Fig.6. Distance Error comparison
The Fig.7 Tracking Effect in Improved Method is consists of three tracking effect graphs. As Fig.7 shows that, on the basis of the planned path which is consisted of predefined waypoints, the vehicle tracks the path from the starting waypoint to the ending waypoint in the simulation by using the classical PPA and the improved method respectively, in which the look-ahead distance is 0.6m and the velocity of UGV is 0.3m/s. Although at some stage in the Fig.7 , UGV keeps a certain amount of tracking error and small oscillation of steer angle, the whole performance of tracking was satisfactory with us. Three groups of experiments' data in the Table I, Table II  and Table III show that, the look-ahead distance were set as different value, there would be different mean value of tracking error. By comparing the mean value of tracking error, we could see easily that the optimal value corresponded to the mean value of tracking error is the lowest one. In the meantime, by comparing the square deviation of all kinds of tracking error, we could find that the improved method by no means generate the incommensurable value of tracking error. By comparing former two groups of experiments' data of the improved path tracking method with the classical method, as shown in the Fig.8 Tracking error comparison, the tracking error in the improved path tracking method (blue line below) is smaller than which in the classical method. Among them, the look-ahead distance are 0.4m, 0.5m and 0.6m respectively. In the simulation of a group of experiment, the UGV's velocity is 0.3m/s, the sample time was set as 0.1s. By using the improved method, we select a stretch of experiment's data for analyzing, as Fig.9 The Look-ahead Distance Dynamic Selection shows that, the vehicle always select the more suitable look-ahead distance by compare the distance error in every sample time. In this experiment, we set the range of look-ahead distance from 0.1m to 0.5m by human prior knowledge, at every stage, the look-ahead distance would from 0.1m increase to 0.5m with 0.1m in one step, and then we would get the suitable value of look-ahead distance by comparing distance error at this sample time. The process of cycle selection would not stop until UGV reach the destination. As the Fig.10 Steer Angle Variation Comparison shows that, the steer of the vehicle had variation all the time, due to the steer angle is affected directly by the look-ahead distance, so in the improved method the steer's vibration amplitude is a little bigger than the classical method and it need to put into further treatment in subsequent research. The box and in the Fig.9 are corresponding to the box and . The steer angle have rapidly change due to the adaptive look-ahead distance. Moreover, by the analysis of square deviation, in the improved method, the square deviation of steer's angle is 0.28409, while the square deviation of steer's angle in the classical method is 0.22083, both of them are in reasonable limits, within the vehicle's velocity was 0.3/s, the look-ahead distance in the classical method was set as 0.5m. In some other experiments, when the vehicle tracks the path in the velocity of 0.5m/s or 0.8m/s, UGV also track the planned path well by using improved tracking method. We can use this adaptive method on the UGV in practical environment to carry on the UGV's experiment later.
IV. CONCLUSION
The method we propose in this paper is proved to deal with that due to the constant value of look-ahead distance in the classical PPA method leads to an apparent tracking error in some complicated road condition, UGV using this adaptive method could track the planned path robustly and accurately with a lower tracking error. Moreover, through a series of experiments in different kinds of road, this method is applied to any planned path with different shape and curvature. But because of comparison among a series of distance error used in the modified method, steer angle would become a little bigger at some time, so we need smooth the steer angle for the adaptive method in the practical experiment. In the future, we will put emphasis on the relationship to the look-ahead distance and curvature of planned path.
